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Spring Edition
By: Jerry "Ricochet" Fritze
Pet Peeve time! As most of you, if not that all of you have realized by now, I am an ardent student of military history and have
been from about age 12. It has never stopped. Hell, I started my first research project at 14 as I was quite unsatisfied by accounts
of the attack on Pearl Harbor. Most books only dealt with the capital ships and the more important ships of note. What of the rest?
By the time I graduated in 1974 and was preparing for boot camp I had catalogued about 95 ships, vessels and boats in Pearl on
Dec 7: class, name, hull number and eventual fate running the gamut from cruisers, destroyers, tenders and subs right down to
tugs, fire boats and honey barges. Back then the “world wide web” was called a library and I hit every one I could get to as well as
buying as many books as I could. Now you can find the entire list of 105 ships in the Naval History and Heritage Command
website https://www.history.navy.mil/
I have been watching hundreds of hours of documentaries on Amazon Prime and to say that often I am disgusted would be
an understatement. Some examples: When discussing the May ‘40 French campaign they claim 14,000 armored vehicles in the
attack. That figure represents more than the entire output of the German arms industry between Sept ‘39 - May ‘45. The true
number is about 2100, most of which were the little PzKw I and II tanks. How ‘bout this? When talking about the P-38's sent to
intercept and shoot down Admiral Yamamoto over Bougainville in Apr ‘43 they show F-9Fs over Korea. WHAT? Here: the Polish
invasion of Sept ‘39 showing a company of Tiger II tanks, and then PzKw III and IV. Tiger II didn’t arrive until late ‘44. P III/IV?
Yes, available in limited numbers but the clips show the side skirt armor which wasn’t added until late ‘43. These are just surface
scratches. The more you watch, the worse it gets. Using the wrong data and visuals to illustrate a point is not just bad theater, it’s
bad journalism. And speaking of bad theater these are the reasons that I believe the 1976 movie Midway is the worst piece of
crap ever foisted on an unsuspecting American public. All the gun camera footage is post ‘43, and (inconsequentially) the subplots suck. Finally I was watching the dramatic series “Vikings” which takes place in the late 8th century. The Chieftain declares
the summer raids would take place in the east, in Russia. “Russia” did not exist in the 8th century. The word was first recorded
about 1540 to describe territory held by the descendants of Swedish Vikings who moved south from the Baltic Sea and down the
river systems to establish settlements along those rivers and were formally known as the “Rus”. In a series that works so hard to
be historically accurate and believable and gets so much right this was a glaring error. My points: A) Never believe everything you
may see on television, B) Always get at least two sources of confirming information, and C) Do Your Research!
Michelle and I received our first COVID vax this week and the follow-on is scheduled for late May. She wanted to hold out until
more of the J&J vax was made available as she was set on the maxim “one shot is better than two”. Since the vax is only good for
about 6 months, and it does seem likely we will be on a semi-annual vax schedule for several years I had to argue the point. I
think it likely that, in the long run due to it’s high rate of mutation, this virus may eventually play it self out and become a far less
dangerous and deadly source of infection. But that’s just me. I have no faith in the theory of “herd immunity” and as far as I’m
concerned this will become (for us) no different that our annual flu shots.
The Reunion is scheduled for this year at Tailhook but I am not yet comfortable with traveling so I will not be in attendance. If
it does happen one thing is for sure and that it’s going to be one helluva wild party.
~Later!~
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Mission Statement
Perpetuate the history of Naval Aviation Squadrons
VT-17, VA-6B, VA-65, VA-25 and VFA-25,
Remember deceased veterans and comfort their
survivors,
Conduct charitable and educational programs,
Foster and participate in activities of patriotic nature,
Assist current active squadron members, and
Provide assistance to family members in times of
emergency.

It’s Reunion time once again. After a year of hit and miss attempts for a reunion, I think we’ve overcome COVID-19, squadron
deployment schedules, cost issues and apathy to have a terrific Fist 2021 Reunion in conjunction with Tailhook ’21 at the Golden
Nugget Casino & Resort in Sparks, NV running from Thursday, September 9 through Saturday, September 11, 2021. Your board
has been at work for several months surveying the membership, talking with the Tailhook Association and the A-7 Association to
plan a great series of events at a very reasonable cost. And the response from the membership to our reunion survey has been
very encouraging as we continue to receive answers as recently as yesterday. The clear majority of responses are in favor of this
reunion. The number of committed members, including spouses, is over 50 and we expect up to 80 when all is said and done.
While events are still in the early planning stages, we are looking for a Thursday evening dinner with squadron personnel in
attendance, to be followed by the usual Tailhook events tailored for both squadron personnel and their spouses. And key to this
year’s Tailhook event will be a focus on the Vietnam Air Campaign, so a great time to remember those Spad and Corsair drivers
and their support personnel who so well represented the squadron during many combat missions. Look for more details in
special email blasts that will come out during the summer.
Now, in mentioning the heroic deeds that occurred during the Vietnam Air Campaign, we also had a terrific response to our
survey regarding the selection of several Fists for recognition at the Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl. Members
nominated over half a dozen Fist pilots for recognition on a Legacy Wall to be constructed inside the Museum on the second
level. A small 4” by 7” metal plaque would be inscribed with the honorees name, image and brief summary of his aviation
achievements. To this goal, we have received sufficient monetary pledges to purchase three plaques. In the very near future,
FOFA members will receive another survey request from the board regarding a suggested policy for selection of those to be
honored on the Legacy Wall.
There’s much more to come and we’ll keep you informed by email and on the website. We’ve already arranged for a
discounted Registration Fee of $20.00 for attending Tailhook and for discounted room rates of $125.00 per night at the Nugget.
So start packing those flight bags and bring your old flight jacket out of storage, it’s gonna be one helluva good time.

John “Chalks” Chalker
President, FOFA
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Blue Angels Tour Dates

May
2/3 Wings Over South Texas NAS Corpus Christi 8/9 Fort Lauderdale Air Show FL
26/28 USNA Flyover Annapolis
29/30 Westmoreland County Air Show PA
Jun
5/6 Chennault International Air Show LA
19/20 Thunder of Niagara NY
Jul
3/4 Kansas City Air Show MO
24/25 Fargo Airshow ND

12/13 Deke Slayton Airfest WI
26/27 Duluth Air and Aviation Expo MN

10 Pensacola Beach Air Show FL
31 Arctic Lightning Air Show Eielson AFB AK

The skipper’s corner
Greetings!
Hope this finds everyone safe and healthy. Happy to report over 150 of the roughly 200
Fist’s have received their COVID vaccination. The command has been free from COVID
infections for months. This, combined with our on-going health mitigations, has allowed the
command to continue executing the mission without interruption.
Our ability to stay healthy has allowed the command to continue training to the high end
fight. We have the most qualified ready room on the flight line. This experience, combined
with dedicated maintainers and support staff, has allowed this command to support the
broader Naval Aviation Enterprise. For example, we are currently on detachment in Fallon,
Nevada providing OPFOR support to CVW-2’s airwing training evolution. This marks the
fourth detachment in six months – with yet another detachment scheduled for May in San
Diego where we will support production efforts for the Marine Corps fleet replacement
squadron.
Change of Command is scheduled for June 11th. CDR Kristen “Dragon” Hansen will
assume the lead as we execute an airborne change of command on what I’m sure will be a
bright and sunny morning in the central valley. This will be followed by an ISIC change and
the transfer of multiple aircraft as the Fist’s begin accepting the newest and most capable
Super Hornet’s right from the Boeing factory. 2021 remains busy – and we look forward to sharing our successes along the way.
Keep safe. Damn proud!
V/R,
SMiR

From the cockpit

By: LT Chris “Meat” Honeycutt

I joined VFA-25 just prior to COMPTUEX in 2018, therefore missing CVW-7’s Air Wing Fallon during work ups. Knowing that a
Naval Aviator isn’t worth his salt until flying a night LFE in Fallon, I was anxious to earn my keep with the Fists while on det
supporting CVW-2’s AWF… so there I was… sitting at the hold short of 31L waiting for IVAN to call my DLI launch into my first night
Air Wing Fallon LFE. Weather was briefed broken at 8, broken at 10 and broken at 15 with blowing dust. As the last orange and red
hues painting the sky to the west turned to black, the clouds seemed to be creeping lower and lower to the ground until the
Stillwaters were no longer visible. After 30 minutes at the hold short monitoring the fight frequency, IVAN called my launch into the
pitch black. As soon as the wheels were in the well I was issued targeting and flowed hot into the threat sector. While trying to get
my NVGs on as quickly as possible, IVAN continued to update my targeting as I leveled off in the high thirties with the throttles still
in MAX AB. As I am working the radar trying to fight through the advanced electronic attack being employed by the growlers I hear,
“COBRA 5 check blocks!” A few seconds later, with my radar still completely clean I hear “COBRA 5 you’re dead.” Just like that,
after merging with an F-35 that I never saw, my first AWF night LFE was over with a proud 0.3 in my log book.

From the hanger deck
Hello, Fist of the Fleet Association! My name is LS1 Ervin Flores, originally from Baguio
City, Philippines. I joined the world’s greatest Navy in May 2011 to see the world and to further
my education. My previous tour were onboard USS Bataan and NAVSUP FLC Puget Sound.
I’ve been with the Fist of the Fleet since March 2019 as my first aviation command. Currently,
I am serving as the Supply LPO, leading and mentoring 10 outstanding LS’s. Being with VFA25, it gave me the opportunity to experience and learn the other side of the Supply
community. In fact, for a long time, I believed in the saying “Can’t Fly Without Supply”, but
since being in an aviation command, it became “(If) Can’t Fly Without Supply, Maintenance
Cann(Can)”. I would like to give a shout out to LTJG Vazquezrivera, ATC Moreno, and ADC
Griffin for their guidance and mentorship. And also, to my Supply team, let’s keep charging
and be the best Supply in the flight line. Damn proud to be a fist!

Greetings, Fist of the Fleet!
I am Aviation Ordnanceman First Class Christopher Lewis. A little about me; I was
born and raised in the beautiful Chula Vista, CA. My Navy career started back in
2010, I graduated from AO "A" School and received orders to USS Peleliu LHA-5 out
of Naval Base San Diego. I worked in weapons department G-3 doing weapon break
out, assembly, and bomb build up. I was promoted from AOAR to AO2 before she
would be decommissioned in March 2015. My next duty station was Air Test and
Evaluation Squadron Nine (VX-9) at NAWS China Lake in the small town of
Ridgecrest, CA. During this tour, I worked on all types of aircraft ranging from F/A-18A
through F/A-18F, E/A-18G, the Marine UH-1Y, and the AH-1Z. In July 2018, I went
back to sea duty and reported to the mighty VFA-25 Fist of the Fleet!
While onboard VFA-25, we set off for Tailored Ship's Training Availability (TSTA) onboard the USS Abraham Lincoln CVN-72
shortly after reporting. It was finally time to put all the training and skill I had learned to the test, as I had never been part of a sea
going Squadron. A great team led by CWO2 Michael “Gunner” Comire and AO1 Anthony McMillian welcomed me. I was sent to
night check as night check supervisor until we received AO1 Rosales. While deployed during USS Abraham Lincoln's 2019 "World
Cruise," I was sent TAD to Carrier Air Wing Seven (CAG-7) to fill the role of a quality assurance safety observer during ordnance
arming and de-arm evolutions. In May of 2019, my life changed forever; I had made Petty Officer First Class.
Shortly after, I transitioned from my TAD billet to the workcenter as the night check supervisor, under the guidance of AO1 Rosales, the Assistant Leading Petty Officer. Shoes I would soon need to fill due to AO1 Rosales taking over as the Leading Petty
Officer. After a 10-month deployment, we returned home right in time for COVID-19, which presented an entirely new set of obstacles. CWO3 Comire would soon transfer to VFA-122, but AOC Jimenez stepped up as the acting Gunner. AO1 Rosales and AO1
Jungers would eventually turn over as Leading Petty Officer. Under the guidance of AO1 Rosales, AO1 Jungers, AOC Jimenez,
and with the help of my brothers and sister in the FCPOA, I have learned more in the two years as ALPO than in my 11 and halfyear career. I am excited to put everything I have learned to the test once I take over as Leading Petty Officer. Moving forward, we
welcome CWO3 Wayne "Gunner" Toth to the Fistie Family and we prepare to say farewell to Command Rose and welcome Command Hansen as the next Commanding Officer of Striker Fight Squadron 25!

Have you paid your 2021 Dues?

Only Voting Members have access to the Directory

Annual Dues:
$25/YR
Life Time Dues
$200
Mail dues to Financial Officer:
Chuck Webster 2441 Lock B Road North Clarksville TN 37043

Become a Voting Member!
Visit the Base Exchange at
www.fistofthefleet.org

Did you know: navy, military and other information
The Soviet Union is long gone, but its aircraft carriers live on
By: Benjamin Brimelow Business Insider Dec 2020
The Soviet navy was never known for its aircraft carriers, and the few it operated weren't meant for the same kind of operations
as their US counterparts. While those carriers didn't do much for the Soviets, a few of them have lived on and are now important
naval assets for two of the world's biggest military powers. After World War II, there was no question that aircraft carriers were the
dominant naval asset. American, British, and Japanese carriers were decisive in the largest naval battles of the war, and the US's
dominance in carrier development during the Cold War solidified their importance. Soviet carriers, on the other hand, have
received much less attention. In all, seven carriers from three different classes served in the Soviet Navy between 1967 and 1991.
Unlike their Western counterparts, Soviet carriers were not designed to support long-range offensive operations. Rather, they
were meant to be defensive surface combatants and relied on their massive missile inventory more than their aircraft.
The classes
Soviet naval officials had long wanted a carrier in their inventory, but Soviet
leaders chose to prioritize the army and air force instead. At least five different
carrier projects were proposed or canceled between 1927 and the completion of
the first carrier in 1965. That carrier, commissioned in 1967, was one of two
Moskva-class helicopter carriers. The vessels were intended to hunt nuclear
submarines and did not have long flight decks for fixed-wing aircraft. Instead,
their air wings were made up of 14 helicopters, primarily Kamov Ka-25s or Ka27s. The Moskvas were
followed eight years later by
the first real carriers - the Kievclass. The Kievs featured an
angled flight deck and an air
wing of 12 helicopters and
12 Yak-38 vertical take-off and landing fighters. Four Kiev-class carriers were
built, the last commissioned in 1987. The Kuznetsov-class was the last class,
and only one was completed before the dissolution of the Soviet Union. Admiral
Kuznetsov featured a ski-jump and an angled flight deck. Its air wing comprised
18 Su-33 fighters and 12 helicopters.
Left: Kiev-class

Above:Moskva -class

Armed to the teeth - with missiles
Soviet carriers had much smaller air wings than their NATO counterparts, This was by design, as their primary armament was
their massive missile arsenals. As they were intended for ASW and submarine-support, both Moskva-class carriers had one RPK1 Vikhr system capable of launching two FRAS-1 nuclear anti-submarine missiles, each of which had a yield up to 10 kilotons and
could detonate some 650 feet below the surface. They were stored in a rotating magazine that held eight missiles. Moskva-class
carriers were also armed with two RBU-6000 anti-submarine rocket launchers and 48 anti-air missiles that could be launched from
two twin M-11 Shtorm launchers.
The first three Kiev-class carriers had an RPK-1 Vikhr system with 16 FRAS-1 missiles. They were also armed with eight P-500
Bazalt supersonic cruise missiles in four twin launchers. With a range of over 300 miles, these missiles could be armed with a
2,000-pound conventional warhead or a 350-kiloton nuclear one. Over 100 anti-aircraft missiles made up their air defense. The
last Kiev-class ship, Baku (later renamed Admiral Gorshkov), carried 12 P-500s, almost 200 anti-air missiles, two RBU-6000
launchers, and two 100 mm guns. The final carrier, Admiral Kuznetsov, was armed with 12 radar-guided P-700 Granit anti-ship
cruise missiles in vertical launchers just in front of the ski-jump on its bow. With a range of almost 400 miles, Granit missiles could
carry a 1,600-pound warhead or a 350-kiloton nuclear one. The carrier also had 190 anti-aircraft missiles and one UDAV-1 antisubmarine rocket launcher.
The weaponry fit squarely within Soviet Navy defensive doctrine, which was to destroy US surface ships - especially carriers in engagements in Soviet home waters. The missiles also allowed the Soviet Union to send its carriers on operations abroad. All
Soviet carriers were built in what is now Ukraine and had to pass through the Turkish Straits to go anywhere. The 1936 Montreux
Convention prevented carriers from passing, but the Soviet designation of "heavy aircraft carrying cruiser" was an acceptable
loophole for Turkey.

Post-Soviet life
Soviet carriers made a number of overseas trips and participated in a few exercises but never saw action. . Admiral
Kuznetsov was plagued with problems - so much so that it was always accompanied by a cargo ship with extra pipes for
repairs, as well as a special tugboat in case of breakdowns.
All carriers except Admiral Kuznetsov were decommissioned between 1991 and 1996. Two Kiev-class carriers (Kiev and
Minsk) were eventually sold to Chinese companies and became a hotel and museum respectively. Admiral Gorshkov was
sold to India in 2004. After a painfully long major refit that included adding a ski-jump and proper flight deck, it was
commissioned into the Indian Navy as INS Vikramaditya in 2013. The Vikramaditya's air wing is made up of 26 Russian-made
MiG-29K fighters. In 1998, Admiral Kuznetsov's unfinished sister ship, Varyag, was sold to China in a shady deal to
supposedly turn the carrier into a casino. After a massive refit that involved removing its missile launchers, it was
commissioned into the Chinese Navy as the Liaoning in 2012, becoming China's first aircraft carrier. Now considered an
entirely new class (dubbed the Type 001), Liaoning's air wing is made up of 24 J-15 fighters - Chinese copies of the Russian
Su-33 - and 16 helicopters. Seven years later, China commissioned a slightly larger second carrier in a spin-off class (dubbed
the Type 002) called the Shandong. Its larger size means it can fit more aircraft. Unlike their Soviet predecessors, the
Chinese carriers are intended to operate more like their American counterparts, focusing on offensive operations with their air
wings.
A problem child
Admiral Kuznetsov, Russia's only aircraft carrier continues to be a
problem for the Russian Navy. During its only combat deployment in
2016 to Syria, Kuznetsov's aircraft conducted 420 sorties, but two
aircraft were lost because of issues with the carrier's arresting cables,
which forced the entire air wing to be transferred to one of Russia's
air bases inland in order to continue conducting air strikes. The
carrier has been going through a refit since 2017 that is intended to
extend its life for at least another two decades. The refit is expected
to remove its missile silos, give the ship a new suite of electronics
and anti-aircraft systems, and enable it to carry 50 aircraft. But the
refit has also had problems. In 2018, the floating dry dock holding the
ships sank, and a 70-ton crane crashed into the flight deck. A year later, a major fire broke out aboard, killing two workers and
injuring at least 11 more. The refit continues, however, and Russian sources say the carrier will undergo sea trials in 2022.

Hook '21 Information
Come join us live for Hook '21
09 -11 September, 2021
The Nugget Casino Resort
Reno/Sparks, Nevada
Register today!
RECOGNIZING THE VIETNAM AIR CAMPAIGN
Tailhook registration: $20.00 per member and includes one guest/spouse. Visit www.tailhook.net and select “Regular
Attendee” on the first page of the registration form above your contact information. Enter you contact information and go to the
“next” page and select “Retired and Civilian Tailhook Member” as the registration category, then enter the the code
reuniongroup2021 in the “Coupon” box to receive the discounted registration fee.
You must make your room reservation via the Tailhook website as well in order to get the discounted room rate; do not use a
third party reservation system as they cannot offer you the special rate. If in doubt, you can call the Nugget directly at 800-6481177.
More information will be forthcoming soon on the Thursday night Fist Banquet, the Fist/Attack Ready Room, the A-7
Association Breakfast, the Tailhook Banquet and the Reunion schedule of events. You’ve been cooped up in your homes for a
year due to COVID-19, now it’s time to get out and renew those friendships with your squadron mates. See you at Fist Reunion,
2021.

Fistory: the hornet’s sting

The F/A-18 is a twin engine, mid-wing, multi-mission tactical aircraft. It is highly maneuverable, due to its good thrust-to-weight
ratio, digital fly-by-wire control system, and leading-edge extensions, which allow the Hornet to remain controllable at high angles
of attack. The trapezoidal wing has a 20-degree sweepback on the leading edge and a straight trailing edge. The wing has fullspan, leading-edge flaps and the trailing edge has single-slotted flaps and ailerons over the entire span.
Canted vertical stabilizers are another distinguishing design element, one among several other such elements that enable the
Hornet's excellent high angle of attack ability, including oversized horizontal stabilators, oversized trailing-edge flaps that operate
as flaperons, large full-length leading-edge slats, and flight control computer programming that multiplies the movement of each
control surface at low speeds and moves the vertical rudders inboard instead of simply left and right. The Hornet's normally high
angle of attack performance envelope was put to rigorous testing and enhanced in the NASA F-18 High Alpha Research
Vehicle (HARV). NASA used the F-18 HARV to demonstrate flight handling characteristics at high angle-of-attack (alpha) of 65–
70 degrees using thrust vectoring vanes. F/A-18 stabilators were also used as canards on NASA's F-15S/MTD.
The Hornet was among the first aircraft to heavily use multifunction displays, which at the switch of a button allow a pilot to
perform either fighter or attack roles or both. This "force multiplier" ability gives the operational commander more flexibility to
employ tactical aircraft in a fast-changing battle scenario. It was the first Navy aircraft to incorporate a
digital multiplexing avionics bus, enabling easy upgrades.
The Hornet is also notable for having been designed to reduce maintenance, and as a result, has required far less downtime
than its heavier counterparts, the F-14 Tomcat and the A-6 Intruder. Its mean time between failures is three times greater than
any other Navy strike aircraft, and requires half the maintenance time. Its General Electric F-404 engines were also innovative in
that they were designed with operability, reliability, and maintainability first. The engine, while unexceptional in rated
performance, demonstrates exceptional robustness under various conditions and is resistant to stall and flameout. The F-404
engine connects to the airframe at only 10 points and can be replaced without special equipment; a four-person team can
remove the engine within 20 minutes. The aircraft has a top speed of Mach 1.8 at 40,000 ft. The engine air inlets of the Hornet,
like that of the F-16, are of a simpler "fixed" design, while those of the F-4, F-14, and F-15 have variable geometry or
variable intake ramp air inlets.
A 1989 USMC study found that single-seat fighters were well suited to air-to-air combat missions, while dual-seat fighters were
favored for complex strike missions against heavy air and ground defenses in adverse weather—the question being not so much
as to whether a second pair of eyes would be useful, but as to having the second crewman sit in the same fighter or in a second
fighter. Single-seat fighters that lacked wingmen were shown to be especially vulnerable.
C/D
The F/A-18C is the single-seat variant and the F/A-18D is the two-seat variant. The D-model can be configured for training or
as an all-weather strike craft. The "missionized" D model's rear seat is configured for a Marine Corps Naval Flight Officer who
functions as a Weapons and Sensors Officer to assist in operating the weapons systems. The F/A-18D is primarily operated by
the U.S. Marine Corps in the night attack and Forward Air Controller (Airborne) (FAC(A)) roles.
The F/A-18C and D models are the result of a block upgrade in 1987 incorporating upgraded radar, avionics, and the capacity
to carry new missiles such as the AIM-120 AMRAAM air-to-air missile and AGM-65 Maverick and AGM-84 Harpoon air-to-surface missiles. Other upgrades include the Martin-Baker NACES (Navy Aircrew Common ejection seat), and a self-protection jammer. A synthetic aperture ground mapping radar enables the pilot to locate targets in poor visibility conditions. C and D models
delivered since 1989 also have improved night attack abilities, consisting of the Hughes AN/AAR-50 thermal navigation pod,
the Loral AN/AAS-38 NITE Hawk FLIR targeting pod, night vision goggles, and two full-color (formerly monochrome) multi-function display and a color moving map. In addition, 60 D-model Hornets are configured as the night attack F/A-18D (RC) with ability
for reconnaissance. These could be outfitted with the ATARS electro-optical sensor package that includes a sensor pod and
equipment mounted in the place of the M61 cannon. Beginning in 1992, the F-404-GE-402 enhanced performance engine, providing approximately 10% more maximum static thrust became the standard Hornet engine. Since 1993, the AAS-38A NITE
Hawk added a designator/ranger laser, allowing it to self-mark targets. The later AAS-38B added the ability to strike targets designated by lasers from other aircraft.
Production of the C- and D- models ended in 2000. The last F/A-18C was assembled in Finland and delivered to the Finnish
Air Force in August 2000. The last F/A-18D was delivered to the U.S. Marine Corps in August 2000. In April 2018, the US Navy
announced the retirement of the F/A-18C from combat roles after a final deployment that had ended the month prior.

Source: wikipedia For a complete view of the F/A-18 Hornet visit https://wiki.hoggitworld.com/view/F/A-18C

The F/A-18 Hornet is an all-weather jet aircraft that is used by the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps as both a fighter and attack
platform. In its fighter mode, the F/A-18 is used primarily as a fighter escort and for fleet air defense; in its attack mode, it is
used for force projection, interdiction and close and deep air support. The F/A-18 demonstrated its capabilities and versatility
during Operation Desert Storm, shooting down enemy fighters and subsequently bombing enemy targets with the same aircraft
on the same mission, and breaking all records for tactical aircraft in availability, reliability, and maintainability.
Hornets taking direct hits from surface-to-air missiles, recovering successfully, being repaired quickly, and flying again the
next day proved the aircraft's survivability. The F/A-18 is a twin engine, mid-wing, multi-mission tactical aircraft. The F/A-18A
and C are single seat aircraft. The F/A-18B and D are dual-seaters. The B model is used primarily for training, while the D
model is the current Navy aircraft for attack, tactical air control, forward air control and reconnaissance squadrons. The newest
models, the E and F were rolled out at McDonnell Douglas Sept. 17, 1995. The E is a single seat while the F is a two-seater.
All F/A-18s can be configured quickly to perform either fighter or attack roles or both, through selected use of external
equipment to accomplish specific missions. This "force multiplier" capability gives the operational commander more flexibility in
employing tactical aircraft in a rapidly changing battle scenario. The fighter missions are primarily fighter escort and fleet air
defense; while the attack missions are force projection, interdiction, and close and deep air support. The F/A-18C and D
models are the result of a block upgrade in 1987 incorporating provisions for employing updated missiles and jamming devices
against enemy ordnance. C and D models delivered since 1989 also include an improved night attack capability.
Source: military.com

Next time in the hornet’s sting: the business office

